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PrintPunk is a free (as in beer) plug-in for Internet Explorer 6 that automatically fits the webpage to the printer page. Just press
one button and a print preview window will appear with the web page automatically resized to fit the printer page. You can also

enlarge or shrink the web page on the printed page to achieve any size of printing you desire. PrintPunk allows you to zoom in and
out on web pages while browsing and has the ability to enlarge or shrink any web page to fit the browser window automatically.

You can also hide the images on the webpage so that they do not appear in the printed version. PrintPunk can: · enlarge or shrink
the webpage on the printed page to achieve any size of printing you desire. · automatically enlarge or shrink a web page to fit
landscape and portrait layouts. · hide the images on the webpage so that they do not appear in the printed version. · support all
page sizes including Letter, Legal and Executive and ISO standard sizes such as A3 and A4. PrintPunk Features:  Print any

webpage  Print any webpage to any page size including Letter, Legal and Executive and ISO standard sizes such as A3 and A4. 
Automatically resize the web page to fit the browser window.  Automatic zoom in or out of any webpage.  Hide images on

webpage so that they do not appear in the printed version.  Supports all page sizes including Letter, Legal and Executive and ISO
standard sizes such as A3 and A4.  Available for Internet Explorer 6 only. You can also send us any new additions you may find
to help us further improve the features in PrintPunk. Contact us at printpunk@wizzley.com for more information. This is a review

of the PrintPunk Plug-In by Wizzley.com for Internet Explorer 6.0.0.0, which is available for free download from the Wizzley
site. Download PrintPunk by Wizzley.com Description: PrintPunk is a free (as in beer) plug-in for Internet Explorer 6 that

automatically fits the webpage to the printer page. Just press one button and a print preview window will appear with the web page
automatically resized to fit the printer page. You can also enlarge or shrink the web page on the printed page to achieve any size of

printing you desire. Print
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About: We're glad to announce that PrintPunk has just been upgraded to version 1.0! PrintPunk is a powerful plug-in toolbar for
Internet Explorer 6 that automatically fits the website to the printer page. Just press one button and a print preview window will
appear with the web page automatically resized to fit the printer page. You can also enlarge or shrink the web page on the printed
page to achieve any size of printing you desire. PrintPunk allows you to zoom in and out on web pages while browsing and has the
ability to enlarge or shrink any web page to fit the browser window automatically. You can also hide the images on the webpage so
that they do not appear in the printed version. PrintPunk can: · enlarge or shrink the webpage on the printed page to achieve any
size of printing you desire. · automatically enlarge or shrink a web page to fit landscape and portrait layouts. · hide the images on
the webpage so that they do not appear in the printed version. · support all page sizes including Letter, Legal and Executive and
ISO standard sizes such as A3 and A4. Description: We're glad to announce that PrintPunk has just been upgraded to version 1.0!
PrintPunk is a powerful plug-in toolbar for Internet Explorer 6 that automatically fits the website to the printer page. Just press
one button and a print preview window will appear with the web page automatically resized to fit the printer page. You can also
enlarge or shrink the web page on the printed page to achieve any size of printing you desire. PrintPunk allows you to zoom in and
out on web pages while browsing and has the ability to enlarge or shrink any web page to fit the browser window automatically.
You can also hide the images on the webpage so that they do not appear in the printed version. PrintPunk can: · enlarge or shrink
the webpage on the printed page to achieve any size of printing you desire. · automatically enlarge or shrink a web page to fit
landscape and portrait layouts. · hide the images on the webpage so that they do not appear in the printed version. · support all
page sizes including Letter, Legal and Executive and ISO standard sizes such as A3 and A4. Description: We're glad to announce
that PrintPunk has just been upgraded to version 1.0! PrintPunk is a powerful plug-in toolbar for Internet

What's New in the?

PrintPunk is a plug-in toolbar for Internet Explorer 6 that automatically fits the website to the printer page. Just press one button
and a print preview window will appear with the web page automatically resized to fit the printer page. You can also enlarge or
shrink the web page on the printed page to achieve any size of printing you desire. PrintPunk allows you to zoom in and out on
web pages while browsing and has the ability to enlarge or shrink any web page to fit the browser window automatically. You can
also hide the images on the webpage so that they do not appear in the printed version. PrintPunk can: · enlarge or shrink the
webpage on the printed page to achieve any size of printing you desire. · automatically enlarge or shrink a web page to fit
landscape and portrait layouts. · hide the images on the webpage so that they do not appear in the printed version. · support all
page sizes including Letter, Legal and Executive and ISO standard sizes such as A3 and A4. Requirements: · Internet Explorer 6. ·
Windows OS with compatible printer. · PrintPunk web page extension for Internet Explorer. Supported printer: · WebJet PagePro,
SpireJet, Sun Print & Multifunction and Ricoh printers. Installation: · Drag and drop the PrintPunk web page extension for
Internet Explorer into the Internet Explorer 6 Toolbar folder. · Click on the PrintPunk button to launch the PrintPunk web page.
Usage: · Click on the Print icon to open the print preview window. · Click on the Print button to send the web page to the printer. ·
Click on the image icon to hide images. · Click on the image icon again to unhide the images. FAQ: · How can I make the
webpage fill the printed page? · What happens if the web page is too big to fit the printer page? · How can I make the web page fit
to landscape and portrait mode? · How can I change the paper size? · How can I change the number of pages? · How can I resize
the web page in the print preview window? · How can I resize the web page on the printed page? · Why don't I see the image in the
printed version? · What should I do if the page doesn't print properly? · How do I change the font size in
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System Requirements For PrintPunk:

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent Memory: 4GB Graphics:
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 or equivalent, ATI HD 5770 or equivalent DirectX: Version 9.0 or greater Storage: 1GB available
space Network: Broadband Internet connection required to download game content Screenshots: In order to install the game, you
need to install the game to the “C” drive. Download:Q: Does
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